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Dear customers,

as a manufacturer of hose safety catches, we discovered that 

there are currently several hose retaining systems on the market

which, in our opinion, do NOT provide sufficient safety.

Particularly lamentable is the fact that additional hazards can result

if the safety catch is not in a flawless condition.

Therefore, we urgently recommend that all users pay attention to

the following quality and safety characteristics:

1) Hose retaing systems must be CE-marked as safety components.

2) A detailed operating manual must be included.

3) Precise and detailed information about the application range must be given (which 

    retaing system type can be used for which hose types and up to which pressure

    stages?). The manufacturer should also state which safety factor has been set as 

    the basis for these operating pressures. Retaining systems are not subject to 

    any standard that stipulates these values.

4) Precise and detailed information about the residual risk area must be given - despite

    the attached retaining system, the hose line mostly has certain movement possibilities.

    The information about additional residual risks should come from the operating manual.

5) The effectiveness of the respective types must be able to be verified by the manufacturer

    in tests. We have noted that there are varying opinions regarding the

    test setup: We have determined that, in a bent state, the forces with 4 to 5-fold

    energy levels cause ripping when compared to a straight state!

    This means that a retaing system with a straight hose line can still hold at 400 bar,

    but in a bent state (we always test at the minimum bend radius

    according to the hose standard), the same retaining system rips off at 100 bar!!! 

    All Cablelock retaing system types proved their effectiveness in tests (integrated into the

    minimum bend radius) with the minimum 1.5-fold safety, i.e. 420 bar hoses are securely 

    retained at a 630 bar rip! Corresponding rip-off test videos can be found at www.cablelock.de. 

Hose retaining systems can save lives - pay attention to quality!

With best regards

Hartmut Schmitz
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